Scientists find a brake that acts when
cellular motors run too far
5 September 2011

Two paired microtubules in a cell (yellow & green) glide
along each other. Thanks to the braking effect of the socalled Ase1 protein (the blue molecules between the two
microtubules, called Ase1) their gliding speed diminishes
when the overlap between the two microtubules
decreases. Thanks to that, the microtubules will not lose
hold with each other.

(PhysOrg.com) -- An international team of
scientists has shown how microtubules are
interconnected into large networks. Like the poles
of a tent, microtubules give shape to cells. By
sliding microtubules along each other cells selforganize networks and relay forces that move
chromosomes around during cell division. The
team unravelled a mechanism that can stop the
process of two microtubules sliding along each
other before the two microtubules will lose their
contact.

To answer this question postdoctoral researchers
Marcus Braun, Zdenek Lansky, and Gero Fink
purified all necessary proteins from cells and
studied precisely how two microtubules slide along
each other in the presence of both components.
Marcel Janson, professor of Plant Cell Biology at
Wageningen University: "One would think that the
sliding velocity of microtubules is set by the ratio of
supplied motors and molasses. That was indeed
the case when microtubules were happily sliding
along one another. However, the system
unexpectedly changed the ratio in favour of
molasses when the microtubules started to slide
apart. So, the resulting microtubule driving force is
not constant at all, but changes over time. As a
result, microtubules do not separate from each
other but stay connected during extended amounts
of time."
An explanation for the phenomenon was found by
implementing observations on single molassesproteins into a quantitative model of microtubule
sliding. The binding of individual GFP-tagged
proteins to microtubules could be observed using
advanced fluorescence microscopy. In between
sliding microtubules, the proteins would skid slowly
towards the ends of microtubules but would not let
go of them. As a consequence, the molasses was
compacted when microtubules were sliding apart,
explaining the slowdown in sliding.

Stefan Diez group leader at Max Planck and
professor at the B CUBE - Center for Molecular
The research team harboured scientists from the
Bioengineering at Technische Universität Dresden:
Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and "By studying the forces that act between
Genetics in Germany and Wageningen University microtubule, we now understand a crucial step in
in The Netherlands. Independently the groups had the self-organisation of microtubule networks. We
previously characterized a motor protein that
show that microtubules can move along each other
connects two microtubules whilst walking along it
to construct the network whilst their ends can stay
and a more passive connector that acts pretty
connected to stabilize the network. In cells, the
much like molasses between microtubules. What
overlapping part of the microtubules is positioned in
would happen if both proteins were simultaneously the middle of the cell, exactly on the spot where the
present like in cells?
chromosomes flock together at the beginning of cell
division."
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